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This collection of essays centers around three themes--identity, respon

sibility, and practice. Richard Meyer and Alan Flurkey provide an excellent 

detailed introduction to the material and ideas presented in their book. 

First the theme of identity is defined in the introduction as "for whole 

language educators [identity] means understanding who we are as professionals, 

being aware of the community of educators to which we belong, and being aware 

of the issues which affect our practice." The identity section is well explored by 

the six authors and their essays relating to who we are and our importance in the 

community of language. Some areas referred to in this section of the book are 

research, which is important in the identifying process (Edelsky), the Bible in 

respect to whole language (Peetoom), connections with parents in particular 

(Mickelson), and the language relationships between communities and individu

als. 

The second section of the book, responsibility, is represented in five 

essays. David Doake begins this section with the discussion of "The Myths and 

Realities of Whole Language: An Educational Movement at Risk." He enumer

ates and discusses the nine myths surrounding whole language. He discusses how 

one-shot in-service meetings for teachers are only abetting misinterpretations 

and myths about whole language, especially when no follow-up is undertaken. 

Additional blame can be placed on administrators who fail to attend the in

service sessions with their faculty members. In addition, Doake provides a clear, 

concise chart of 12 points showing the comparison of traditional and whole 

language. Constance Weaver addresses teaching children with Attention 
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Deficit Hyperactivity Disorders. David Freeman and Yvonne Freeman discuss 
the application for bilingual learners. 

The final section is devoted to practice; demonstrating the actual 

implementation of the ideas through teaching methods. This subdivision adds a 

discussion of "Booksharing: Teachers and Parents Reading to Deaf Children" by 

Carolyn Ewoldt. Rudy Engbrecht's essay "Max Beltman: The Many Voices of 

Teacher Change" discusses the problems and rewards in changing from one 

teaching form to another. Many teachers can identify with Engbrecht in this 
experience. 

Stressed throughout this book is the idea of change. Continual changes 

are necessary in the concepts of teaching the kindergarten through high school 
curriculum. 

Under the Whole Laniwa~e Umbrella is a good collection of essays 

showing several viewpoints on the identification, responsibility, and practice of 

the concept of whole language. This text would prove especially valuable for 

beginning teachers are well as those who see a need for change in their outlooks 

and approaches. Excellent bibliographies are provided with the essays to allow 
for further studies. 
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